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Introduction 

New Music Alive is a set of eight lesson plans designed as a practical and fun introduction to the principles of music 
composition. 

For many students, a composer is a man (it’s usually a man!) in a long grey wig who is very old and very dead. So how can we 
get across the idea that a composer can be a man or a woman living in their community who looks just like anyone else? That 
the music of the bands and groups which are such an important part of our students’ worlds has, in fact, all been ‘composed’ 
by someone? That they too can be a composer if they want to?

New Music Alive aims to raise awareness of what it really means to be a composer. Using warm-ups, games, listening material 
and visual resources, students are engaged from the outset in practical classroom activities designed to develop their ability 
to hear and analyse sounds. In a structured sequence, they learn how to use the basic building blocks of music to devise and 
perform their own compositions. They are also introduced to the sounds and ideas behind contemporary music.

Curriculum Resources 

These composition resources are designed to complement the Primary School Curriculum strands of ‘Listening and 
Responding’, ‘Composing’, and ‘Performing’ for fifth and sixth classes. They have also been used successfully with secondary 
school students up to Transition Year.

Each of the lesson plans, which are intended for teacher use, offers a timed sequence of activities for the class, with a 
supplementary sheet providing additional notes and suggestions. While the lessons are self-contained and may be taught 
individually, students will gain much more benefit and enjoyment from working through the whole set in sequence, with no 
more than a week’s interval between each session.

Having completed the set of eight lessons, students will have:

 Explored and analysed sounds in their environment;•	
 Explored the sounds that their own speaking and singing voices can make;•	
 Improvised with their voices, bodies and a range of musical instruments;•	
 Listened and responded to a range of excerpts from contemporary compositions;•	
 Gained an understanding of the concepts of pitch, rhythm, texture, structure, and other key elements of music;•	
 Learned how to work as a team in developing and communicating their musical ideas; •	
 Composed and notated their own musical compositions;•	
 Performed and recorded their compositions with confidence;•	
 Developed an awareness of modern music and of how composers write music.•	
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Listening 

Links to the audio samples that illustrate these worksheets can be found on the Contemporary Music Centre’s web site. •	
You can also search web sites like YouTube, LastFM and MySpace for the artist and work, e.g. Captain Beefheart: •	
Electricity.
You can explore the music of contemporary Irish composers on the Contemporary Music Centre’s web site.•	
You can explore classical music of all kinds on the Naxos.com web site, where a free subscription entitles you to listen to •	
25% of any piece in their CD catalogue.

Feedback 

The Contemporary Music Centre welcomes feedback from teachers and examples of work created by students using this 
material. The best graphic scores and recordings will be added to the CMC web site. Please contact newmusicalive@cmc.ie 
or telephone 01-673 1922 if you would like to submit samples of classroom work.

New Music Alive! 

New Music Alive! is an initiative of the Contemporary Music Centre made possible by funding from Dublin City Council 
Arts Grants. It was developed in 2008-09 in conjunction with composer and facilitator Peter Moran.

Dublin-born Peter Moran is a composer and experienced workshop facilitator, currently musical 
director of CoMA Yorkshire (Contemporary Music-making for Amateurs). He is completing a PhD in 
Composition at York University in England.

Our sincere thanks to: the principals, teachers and students of Scoil Chaitríona, Baggot Street, Dublin 
2 and St Enda’s National School, Whitefriar Street, Dublin 2, who were the enthusiastic pioneers of this 
project; to Dr Patricia Flynn, Music Department, St Patrick’s College, Drumcondra, for her valuable 
advice; and to Peter Moran for his energy, flair and enthusiasm.

The Contemporary Music Centre 

The Contemporary Music Centre (CMC) is Ireland’s national archive and promotion agency for new music, operating 
on an all-Ireland basis. The Centre is used, nationally and internationally, by performers, composers, promoters, educators, 
students and members of the public interested in finding out more about music in Ireland. It is funded by The Arts Council/
An Chomhairle Ealaíon, the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, Culture Ireland, and others.

www.cmc.ie
If you have any questions, please email us at newmusicalive@cmc.ie.
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New Music Alive!
Lesson One
The Voice – Our First Instrument

Strand: Listening and Responding
Strand Units: Exploring sounds; Listening and responding to music
Curriculum Objectives:
•	 explore	a	range	of	sounds	that	the	singing	voice	and	the	speaking	voice	can	make
•	 distinguish	and	describe	vocal	tone	colours	heard	in	a	piece	of	music
•	 describe	initial	reactions	to	the	compositions	of	others
Linkage: Performing – Singing 
Concept Development: Timbre
Additional Skills:	Developing	an	awareness	of	modern	music	and	composers

Warm-Up: Ruppetiggah!  5 mins

Chant to a steady beat
rrrrrRUP-e-tig-gah!	rrrrrRUP-e-tig-gah! [Roll	your	r’s]
SH	sh	sh	sh!	SH	sh	sh	sh! [Short	bursts	of	air	from	the	chest]
SS	ss	ss	ss!	SH	sh	sh	sh!
FOOT	foot	foot	foot! [Push	your	lips	forward]
WIT	wit	wit	wit! [Stretch	your	mouth	to	the	sides]
WOW [Pretend	to	pull	the	top	and	bottom	of	your	face	apart]
WEE! [Pretend	to	pull	the	sides	of	your	face	apart]

Class Discussion  20 mins

•	 What	is	the	“proper”	way	to	sing?	Can	you	give	a	demonstration?	Who	sings	like	that?	
•	 What	is	the	“wrong”	way	to	sing?	Can	you	give	a	demonstration?	Who	sings	like	that?	

 Listen	to	the	first	minute	of	Electricity	by	Captain	Beefheart.	Why	does	he	make	his	voice	sound	like	that?
 Listen	to	the	second	minute	of	Spike	Jones’s	song	Hawaiian War Chant.	

There are lots of fun sounds we can make with our voice!
•	 Do	you	still	think	there	is	a	“wrong”	way	to	sing?	
•	 Is	there	any	reason	we	should	sing	in	one	way	and	not	another?
•	 In	the	end,	whose	decision	is	it	really?

When you write your own music, there is no-one in the world who can tell you what are the right and wrong things to do!

Listening 15 mins

 Listen	to	the	excerpts	from	Jennifer	Walshe’s	Here We Are Now.	 
Can	you	imitate	any	of	those	sounds?	Describe	them	–	what	do	they	sound	like?	 
Suggestions: nasal... like a goose hit by a train... squeaky... a person with no teeth murmuring... 

 Listen	to	the	third	minute	or	so	of	Sequenza III	by	Luciano	Berio.	
	 What	different	sounds	do	you	hear? 

Suggestions: like a cat purring... mad laughter... like a ghost calling... wiggling the tongue

▶	 Listen	again	and	this	time	everyone	should	pick	out	one	of	the	sounds	they	hear	and	remember	it.
▶	 Use	a	blackboard,	or	a	large	sheet	of	paper,	to	keep	a	list	of	each	sound	that	the	students	describe. 

N.B.	This	list	will	be	useful	throughout	the	course.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYTiTcYzO0o&feature=fvw
http://www.archive.org/details/spike_jones_the_best_of_spike_jones
http://www.cmc.ie/education/newmusicalive/sounds/here_we_are_now.mp3
http://mediatheque.cite-musique.fr/masc/?url=play.asp?id=0758163
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Lesson One
Supplementary Notes

Warm-Up 

Loosening	up	the	muscles	and	warming	up	the	vocal	chords	will	help	to	avoid	straining	them	later	on.
Warm-ups	can	also	make	students	more	energetic	and	less	self-conscious	before	doing	other	activities.

Try	repeating	the	warm-up	a	few	times,	getting	faster	each	time.	

 This	warm-up	can	be	printed	off	as	a	handout.

 On	the	CMC	web	site,	you	can	also	listen	to	one	class’s	recording	of	this	warm-up.

Class Discussion 

Students	might	feel	that	opera	and	pop	styles	are	the	only	way	to	sing,	while	growling	and	other	sounds	are	not	used	by
serious	musicians,	but	we	can	actually	use	our	voice	in	many	different	ways	to	communicate	a	lot	about	a	piece	of	music.	

The	way	Captain	Beefheart	sings	Electricity	shows	how	the	tone	(or	“timbre”)	of	the	voice	can	convey	meaning	(e.g.	to	imitate	being	
electrocuted).	Spike	Jones	shows	us	the	lighter	side	of	what	we	call	“extended	techniques”	(that	is,	using	our	instrument	in	unusual	
ways).	

Music	is	a	powerful	medium	for	self	expression,	and	by	removing	the	stigmas	attached	to	making	the	“wrong”	sounds,	students	may	
find	a	voice	they	never	knew	they	had.	

Another	useful	discussion	to	be	had	is	“what	is	music	and	what	is	not	music?”	
Suggestions: Is noise music...? Is silence music...?
Encourage	the	students	to	decide	these	answers	for	themselves	by	playing	devil’s	advocate.
Perhaps	any	sound	can	become	music	if	it	is	used	in	a	musical	way...

Music Notes 

Here	is	some	background	on	the	music	which	can	be	worked	into	the	discussion:

•	 Jennifer	Walshe	is	an	internationally	renowned,	multi-award	winning	Irish	composer	and	vocalist	who	travels	the	world	perform-
ing	her	unique	style	of	music.	 
 Find	out	more	about	her	at	http://tiny.cc/walshe	

•	 When	Berio	first	wrote	Sequenza III,	people	thought	it	couldn’t	be	sung.	Nowadays,	performing	the	Sequenza	can	be	the	measure	
of	a	good	singer.	Isn’t	it	amazing	that	you	can	write	a	piece	of	music	that	actually	changes	the	way	people	sing	and	the	way	people	
think	about	singing!

•	 In	Ireland	today,	there	are	more	and	more	concerts	and	festivals	playing	contemporary	Irish	music,	more	performers,	more	audi-
ences	and	more	opportunities	for	composers	to	write	music	and	hear	it	performed.	 
 Visit	www.cmc.ie	to	find	out	about	upcoming	performances	of	new	Irish	music. 
 You	can	also	listen	to	radio	shows	such	as	RTÉ	lyric	fm’s	Nova.	Visit	http://tiny.cc/lyricfm	for	more	information.	

•	 Students	will	come	across	more	Irish	composers	if	they	go	on	to	study	music	at	a	higher	level.
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Two
Conductor

Strand: Composing
Strand Units: Improvising and creating; Talking about compositions
Curriculum Objectives:

invent and perform pieces that show an increasing awareness and control of musical elements•	
describe and discuss his/her work and the work of other children•	
perform with increasing understanding and control of pitch and extended vocal range•	
perform with increasing awareness of dynamics and expression•	
record compositions on electronic media•	

Linkage: Listening and Responding – Exploring sounds; Listening and responding to music; Performing – Singing/Playing
Concept Development: Pulse, duration, dynamics, timbre, texture
Additional Skills: Performing as a group and devising gestures for communicating musical instructions

Warm-Up: Changing Voices  10 mins

Stand in a circle and stamp out a steady beat. Take turns calling out your name, followed by three short claps. 
E.g. “Jen-ny!” clap-clap clap, “Pat-rick!” clap-clap clap. 

Go around the circle again. This time, say your name in your lowest, highest or silliest voice.

What other voices can you make? •	
Suggestions: a scary voice... a robot voice... a sliding voice...
What else can you call out, instead of your name? •	
Suggestions: your favourite singer... your favourite band...

Recap  5 mins

How many different kinds of voices did you use so far? •	
Add them to your list of sounds from last week.
And how many different sounds can you remember from Lesson One? Sing them. •	
Can you think of any new sounds you have never made before? Add them to the list. •	

Game: Conductor 25 mins

In this game, the class are conducted like an orchestra.

To start, one person stands up in front of the class to be their conductor.  ▶
The rest of the class choose their favourite sound to sing.  ▶
Let the students decide which signs the conductor will use to tell the orchestra when to start and stop.  ▶
Suggestions: pointing a finger, or giving a thumbs up to start... holding up a hand, or making a fist to stop...

Now you’re ready to perform! Make a piece of music by conducting your orchestra and telling them when to start and stop.  ▶
Play a few times and take turns at being the conductor. ▶
When it’s going well, try splitting the class into two or more groups. Or everyone could play as individuals.  ▶

You can make an exciting piece of music by pointing quickly at one person after another, or by quickly pointing at each  ▶
person around in a circle.
When you’ve really got the hang of it you can start coming up with more signs and instructions.   ▶
Suggestions: signs for singing loudly and quietly... signs for getting louder and getting quieter... 
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Lesson Two
Supplementary Notes

Warm-Up: Changing Voices  

This is a fun and simple game to warm up the voice and start the children thinking creatively, and it is a good rhythmic exercise.

Recap 

See if the children can build on what they have learned so far by coming up with new sounds of their very own and then 
describing them.

Game: Conductor

Play this game many times to develop the students’ abilities to devise and communicate musical instructions, to perform together as a 
group, and to make artistic decisions (what sounds good, what sounds bad, etc.).
They can also review and refine each performance through discussion and repetition. 

Try grouping the class in different ways according to what sounds they make.
Suggestions: put all the short sounds in one group and all the long sounds in another... put all the pitched (or sung) sounds in one group 
and the unpitched (or percussive) sounds in another...

(Remember, “Com-Position” is about putting sounds together.) 

Your list of all the sounds the students have come up with so far should help to keep their ideas varied. 
If they need further stimuli, ask them to imitate sounds they already know. 
Suggestions: a sound from the jungle or the sea... imitate the sound of one of the percussion instruments in the room... an instrument played 
underwater... 

Here’s a tip: When the students (inevitably!) draw on some of the ruder sounds in their repertoire, treat them as you would any other 
musical idea. Humour is an important part of music, and you may also find, once the students have gotten over the funny part, that 
they will give more serious musical consideration to their ideas. 

 Listen to an example of one class playing Conductor. In this recording, the children used sounds taken from the games and the
recordings used on this course as well as adding a few of their own. They also devised symbols to start and stop the music, to make 
high and low sounds and to control the volume of the music. 

Compose and Record 

After each time that the game is played, more advanced children might be able to pick out some specific moments where they felt the 
piece sounded particularly good. Make a note of these moments by writing down a description of them, or even just recording them if 
possible. They can be put together and rehearsed later on as a composition in their own right. 

If there are instrumentalists in the class, another activity for more advanced students is to challenge them to recreate some of these 
vocal sounds using their instruments. Percussion instruments are generally not as flexible in this exercise, but strings, for example, can 
be bent, scratched or played in all variety of different ways to imitate the voice with no harm to the instrument. Some wind instru-
ments can be even more directly manipulated by vocal effects. This exercise can really push a child’s imagination and make them think 
outside the box.

Try to get a recording of the students’ work which can be compiled onto a CD later. 
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Three
Graphic Scores

Strand: Composing
Strand Units: Improvising and creating
Curriculum Objectives:

invent and perform pieces that show an increasing awareness and control of musical elements•	
listen to his/her own compositions and the compositions of others and evaluate•	
perform with increasing understanding and control of pitch and extended vocal range•	
perform with increasing awareness and control of diction and posture•	
perform as a group•	
record compositions on electronic media•	

Linkage: Performing – Literacy, Singing/Playing
Concept Development: Duration, structure, timbre, texture
Additional Skills: Collaborating as a group on a single artistic goal

Warm-Up: Singing Shapes 5 mins

Slowly trace a wavy line up and down in the air with your finger, and follow it with your voice, like a siren. ▶
Now let your voice leap back and forth from a high note to a low note, tracing the zigzag shape in the air.  ▶
Have half the class sing the zigzag shape while the other half sing the wavy line. Then swap.  ▶

Reading Music:  Stripsody 10 mins

  ▶ Give each student in the class a copy of The Beano Game, which can be printed from the CMC web site. 
Ask the class to demonstrate what the first picture sounds like, then the second, etc. ▶
Every time a new sound is added, sing the piece again from the beginning.  ▶
When two sounds appear on the page, one above the other, should they be sung one after another? 
Or how could we arrange to sing both at the same time? 

Interpretation and Performance  10 mins

You can create your own interpretation of the piece using three simple compositional tools: silence, repetition and omission.

Should the music be played continuously from start to finish, or would you like to have any gaps in it?•	
If so, where would you like to put your silences? How many and for how long? •	
Are there any sounds that you would like to use more than once? Which ones and where?•	
Are there any sounds you would like to leave out of the piece altogether?•	

Every time a change is made, sing the piece again from the beginning.

Team Compositions 15 mins

Divide the class into teams of 3-5 students.   ▶
Let each team compose their own interpretation of the page, using ideas from the 
last exercise. Ask the same questions again. 
Some might like to add their own sound effects. In this sample picture, the students  ▶
added ‘boing’ or ‘wam’ leading up to the ‘bang’ at the end of their piece. 
Visit each table to monitor their progress and offer suggestions if needed. 
Remember the three simple compositional tools above. 
When everyone has finished, let each team perform their work to the rest of the  ▶
class.

http://www.cmc.ie/education/newmusicalive/beano_game.pdf
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Lesson Three
Supplementary Notes

Warm-Up: Singing Shapes  

Warm-ups are always good for the children’s voices and self-confidence. In this game they can try out some of their own 
ideas by adding new shapes, like dots or a criss-cross. Try going faster and slower at different times too.

Reading Music 

A “Graphic Score” is music made up of pictures.

Having the children sing back over their work each time they add a new sound will help develop musical memory 
and confidence in performing.

 Listen to a recording on the CMC web site of one group of students’ interpretation of a page from Stripsody, a graphic score by 
      the famous singer Cathy Berberian. 

In this recording the students sing together at different volumes, adding their own twist by starting loudly and fizzling out quietly 
for the final ‘bang’.

An alternative classroom activity would be to prepare your own page of comic strip sounds by cutting up old copies of the 
Beano and the Dandy, for instance, and sticking the sound effects onto a sheet of card. 
 A ready-made page of comic strip sounds can be printed off from the CMC web site. 

Team Compositions

Try to get a recording of the students’ work which can be compiled onto a CD later.
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Four
Musical Games

Strand: Listening and Responding
Strand Units: Exploring sounds; Listening and responding to music
Curriculum Objectives:

explore a range of sounds that the singing voice and the speaking voice can make•	
make sounds using body percussion•	
show greater control of pulse (steady beat) and tempo•	
perform with increasing understanding and control of pitch and extended vocal range•	
perform as a group•	

Linkage: Performing – Singing
Concept Development: Pulse, duration, tempo, timbre, texture

Warm-Up: My Loony Bun 10 mins

Stand in a circle and cast a magic spell to conjure up a “loony bun”. 

To begin your magic spell,
Face over your right shoulder and say: “Sshh Sshh Sshh Sshh”
Then face over your left shoulder and say: “Ts Ts Ts Ts” [Force these sounds out in short, sharp bursts]
Now throw your hands forward and say: “Ff-TSCHFf-TSCHFf-SCH” [Sounds like cracking a whip]
And the cake magically appears on the floor! 
Pick it up hold it out with one hand. It looks good! 
Rub your belly with your other hand and say: mmmmmmmmm [Slide up and down the full range of the voice]
It’s hot! “Mmmmm                                  mmmmm!!” [Blow on it with short bursts of breath]
That’s better. Now we can eat! [Chew your food!]
Swallow it whole! “GULP!”
Trace it with your finger as it goes all the way
down to the bottom of your belly: “ngngng   

                  ngngng”
[All the way from high to low. Sounds like the end 
of the word “sing”]

But the spell hasn’t worked—the cake is foul! ngngng” [All the way from low to high]
Follow it again as it comes back up: “ngngng

Out it comes! “BLEAGH!” [Stick out your tongue in disgust]
Oops! Better try again...!

Click-Cluck-Clap 15 mins

This is a concentration game for the whole class, standing in a circle.

Let each person in the circle click their fingers one after another. See how fast you can send the click around the circle. ▶
Play again but this time, if you clap your hands once instead of clicking your fingers, the click travels back around the circle in the op- ▶
posite direction. Only one clap allowed per person each time you play. 
Play again. This time each person in the circle must click their fingers on one hand, then cluck their tongue, and then click their fingers  ▶
on the other hand. You can still clap once to change the direction in the circle.
Play one last time. Now everyone must rub their hands together while the same sounds make their way around the circle.  ▶
Only stop rubbing if it is your turn to click, cluck or clap and then continue rubbing your hands immediately. 

One Clap, Two Clap, Three Clap, Four...  15 mins

Divide the class into two groups. The boys and the girls for example, or those wearing jumpers and those wearing shirts.  Let  ▶
everyone stand in a circle in any order. Point at each person in turn. Clap once when pointing at someone in the first group, and 
then rest. Clap twice when pointing at someone in the second group, and then rest.  So if the order of people is, for example, boy/
girl/boy, then the rhythm is CLAP–rest /CLAPCLAP–rest /CLAP–rest etc. Just be sure to keep a steady beat throughout! 
Now you can add more rules.  ▶ Suggestions: ...three claps if they have glasses...four claps if they are wearing red...
This game can also be performed as a piece of music. ▶
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Lesson Four
Supplementary Notes

Warm-Up: My Loony Bun  

Teach one or two lines of this game at a time, to help the students to memorise it.
The opening magic spell can be done a number of times by itself, getting faster each time. 
The same can then be done with the whole exercise.
These short, sharp bursts teach breath control and exercise the diaphragm. 
The other lines all exercise a different muscle or vocal chord. 

 This warm-up can be printed off as a handout.

Click-Cluck-Clap

This is another concentration game which is always good fun—especially when it starts getting faster!
It uses “body percussion” the rhythmic sounds we can make with our bodies. 

This piece only uses hands and voices. If the students pick up the game very easily, try adding more rules, 
like skipping one person in the circle if someone stamps their foot. 

One for a Girl, Two for a Boy...

Develop this game into a composition by splitting the class into two groups, both playing to the same beat, at the same time. The 
music builds up as the two groups clap in different places. 

If the class can master that, you can add new sounds like stamping your feet or shouting “Hey!” in each rest. 
If both groups play in time to the same beat, this can make for a really impressive performance!
More advanced students might like to add drums to the rhythm. 
These exercises can be recorded and put on a class CD later.

This is a musical concentration game which happens to create an interesting composition at the same time, filled with exciting 
rhythms. The rhythmic groupings of one, two or three beats, each separated by a single beat’s rest, are also simple and effective com-
positional tools that the students can use when writing their own music. 
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Five
Maestro

Strand: Composing
Strand Units: Improvising and creating; Talking about compositions
Curriculum Objectives:

show a developing awareness of musical elements•	
describe and discuss his/her work and the work of other children•	
devise and use graphic symbols to record simple musical patterns and inventions•	
recognise and demonstrate pitch differences•	
distinguish between sounds of different duration (long or short)•	

Linkage: Listening and Responding – Exploring sounds; Listening and responding to music; Performing – Literacy
Concept Development: Duration, pitch, dynamics, timbre
Additional Skills: Effectively communicating one’s own ideas and understanding the ideas of others

Maestro Demonstration Game 20 min
 

This game encourages the students to think about how ideas can be communicated. 

Begin by making a simple sound.  ▶ Suggestions: a repeated note ... a high note and a low note with a silence 
in between (see Figure 1) ...a descending tone (see Figure 2) 
Let each student draw a picture to describe that sound.  
They might look something like the examples given here. 

Any pictures or words the students draw can be acceptable. The object is to explore and understand what a  ▶
picture and a sound have in common, and how the picture can describe the sound more accurately. 

The students may find that leading questions will help them to express their ideas more clearly.   ▶
Suggestions: Is the sound high or low...? Is it continuous or broken up...?  
Does it sound like any everyday objects or animals...? 

Select a few of the students’ pictures to draw on the board and discuss them.   ▶
Ask them to explain why they drew what they did, and encourage simple, direct answers. The 
answers might sound something like: “it starts loud and gets quiet”, “it stops and then starts again” or “it 
sounds like the sea”. 

Play a few times and watch as the students develop their own logic for communicating musical ideas. ▶

Maestro Picture Game 20 mins

In this game the students choose their own sound and they draw a picture to describe that sound.

First, let each student draw a picture of a sound they like, but don’t let anyone else see it!  ▶

To start the game, choose any student to sing their sound to the class first. They can be the  ▶ Maestro.  
Now ask the rest of the class to describe how they think the picture should look.  
Draw their ideas onto the board. Now look at the Maestro’s picture and compare.

Play again and choose another student to be the  ▶ Maestro.  
If the children need help coming up with sounds for this game, they can refer to the list of sounds you have been keeping since 
Lesson One. 

Collecting Scores  

Consider asking the students to pick out their favourite sounds from the pictures they have drawn today.
These could be set aside for later, when they could be arranged into small compositions. 

Alternatively, you could select some of the more successful notations yourself. You may find that pictures drawn earlier in the class are 
less effective, while later ones are more communicative and musical.

Figure 2

Figure 1
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Lessons Five and Six
Supplementary Notes

Maestro Games

For this lesson each student will need a pencil and a few small sheets of paper to draw on. It would help the communication process if 
there was some indication on the page of which side was up (so that a student’s picture isn’t read upside-down, for example). 
 A blank page which simply has the words “Graphic Score” written at the top can be printed off as a handout. 

These games develop a student’s skills of description and communication, both in getting their ideas across to others effectively and in 
understanding what others are trying to communicate to them. 

After playing this game a few times, you will find that students soon develop a clear logic in their notation. For example, high-pitched 
sounds tend to appear at the top of the page, and low pitched sounds at the bottom. Long sounds tend to start on the left hand side 
of the page and end on the right. 

Sometimes the children will use larger and smaller symbols and letters to notate loud and quiet sounds.
Often they will draw a picture of something in the real world that makes a similar sound, e.g. the rain, a bird etc.

Encourage the children to explain these things for themselves. There are no wrong answers of course, but try to guide them towards 
consistency in their answers, e.g. if the top of the page is used to represent sounds that are both high and loud, they could easily be 
misinterpreted.

For more advanced students, you could draw a stave (even just three parallel lines will do) onto the “Graphic Score” page before 
printing it out. This will enable the students to explore pitch in more detail when composing. 

Lesson Five, p. 2
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Six
Maestro Detective Games

Strand: Composing
Strand Units: Improvising and creating; Talking about compositions
Curriculum Objectives:

show a developing awareness of musical elements •	
devise and use graphic symbols to record simple musical patterns and inventions•	
recognise and demonstrate pitch differences•	
distinguish between sounds of different duration (long or short) while listening to music•	
perform with increasing understanding and control of pitch and extended vocal range•	
perform as a group•	

Linkage: Listening and Responding – Exploring sounds;  Performing – Literacy, Singing
Concept Development: Duration, pitch, dynamics, timbre, texture
Additional Skills: Effectively communicating one’s own ideas and understanding the ideas of others

‘Who is Singing Our Sound?’ 20 min
 

This is a team game where one team draws a sound and another team sings it back.  ▶

Divide the class into four or more teams and draw up a scoreboard. Each team works together to come up with a sound.   ▶
It could simply be a combination of sounds that the individuals came up with earlier, or it could be something new.

Each team draws a picture of their sound but they must not let the other teams know what it is!   ▶
Take up each team’s picture and swap them around.

Now each team will be looking at a picture drawn by another team.   ▶
They must work out what they think it sounds like and then sing it to the class.

When the pictures have all been sung, each team must guess which of the other teams sang their sound.   ▶
Award points and play again.

‘Who Drew My Sound?’ 20 mins

In this game each student sings a sound and another student draws a picture of it.

Divide the class into two even sides, A and B, and draw up a scoreboard.   ▶
The teacher may need to join a side if the class is of an uneven number.

One at a time, each individual on Side A sings their sound, while the person opposite them on Side B draws a picture of it. ▶

The teacher takes up all of Side B’s pictures, swaps them around, and hands them out to Side A.   ▶
Each member of Side A now has to figure out which picture represents their own sound.  
The side gets a point for each right answer.

Play again with Side B singing this time, and Team A drawing their sounds.  ▶

Collecting Scores 10 mins

Consider asking the students to pick out their favourite sounds from the pictures they have drawn today.
These could be set aside for later, when they could be arranged into small compositions. 

Alternatively, you could select some of the more successful notations yourself. You may find that pictures drawn 
earlier in the class are less effective, while later ones are more communicative and musical.
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Lessons Five and Six
Supplementary Notes

Maestro Games

For this lesson each student will need a pencil and a few small sheets of paper to draw on. It would help the communication process if 
there was some indication on the page of which side was up (so that a student’s picture isn’t read upside-down, for example). 
 A blank page which simply has the words “Graphic Score” written at the top can be printed off as a handout. 

These games develop a student’s skills of description and communication, both in getting their ideas across to others effectively and in 
understanding what others are trying to communicate to them. 

After playing this game a few times, you will find that students soon develop a clear logic in their notation. For example, high-pitched 
sounds tend to appear at the top of the page, and low pitched sounds at the bottom. Long sounds tend to start on the left hand side 
of the page and end on the right. 

Sometimes the children will use larger and smaller symbols and letters to notate loud and quiet sounds.
Often they will draw a picture of something in the real world that makes a similar sound, e.g. the rain, a bird etc.

Encourage the children to explain these things for themselves. There are no wrong answers of course, but try to guide them towards 
consistency in their answers, e.g. if the top of the page is used to represent sounds that are both high and loud, they could easily be 
misinterpreted.

For more advanced students, you could draw a stave (even just three parallel lines will do) onto the “Graphic Score” page before 
printing it out. This will enable the students to explore pitch in more detail when composing. 
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Seven
The Golden Section

Strand: Composing
Strand Units: Improvising and creating; Talking about and recording compositions
Curriculum Objectives:

invent and perform pieces that show an increasing awareness and control of musical elements•	
reflect upon and evaluate his/her work and the work of other children•	
devise and use graphic symbols to record simple musical patterns and inventions•	
distinguish between sounds of different duration (long or short)•	
perform with increasing understanding and control of pitch and extended vocal range•	
perform with increasing awareness of dynamics, expression and control of diction and posture•	
perform as a group•	
select from a wide variety of sound sources for a range of musical purposes•	
record compositions on electronic media•	

Linkage: Performing – Singing/Playing
Concept Development: Duration, pitch, dynamics, structure, timbre, texture

Preparation 10 min

Test the students’ memory of all the sounds on the list they have made so far. 
Or look back to earlier lessons and play one or two of those games or warm-ups again. 

Class Composition 20 mins

Draw a large triangle on the board, or large sheet of paper.   ▶
Let the students dictate what sounds should go where and then write their instructions in. It might look something like this: 

The students could also stick some of their notations from the earlier  ▶ Maestro 
games into the piece.

You can guide the compositional process with some leading questions.  ▶
Suggestions: What are some quiet sounds you can make...? Which of these quiet 
sounds should go at the beginning and which at the end...? What are sounds that 
build up, and what are sounds that die away...?

Evaluation and Rehearsal 10 mins

The picture above is taken from a class where the children had the idea to draw lines in the triangle, dividing the class into boys and 
girls so that different groups would sing different sections.

How will you perform your piece?•	
Suggestions: Will it be all together or will different groups sing the different sounds...? Will individual students be in charge of •	
specific sounds...? Will you use instruments for special effects...?

If you are recording your work, this piece could be the highlight of the CD, since everyone can contribute to it and it is likely to be 
the longest piece of music they have created on the course.
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Lesson Seven
Supplementary Notes

The Golden Section

The Golden Section (or Golden Ratio) in music is a commonly used structure whereby a piece reaches its climax two-thirds of the 
way through. This two-thirds to one-third relationship can be found throughout nature, such as in the proportions of the human 
body, the arrangement of petals around a flower, or the spiral of a mollusc shell. It is also used in art and architecture to represent this 
natural aesthetic. 

Class Composition

If the students need help developing their ideas, remember some of the simple tools we have used before like silence and repetition, 
or some of the rhythms you created playing One Clap, Two Clap, Three Clap, Four... in Lesson Four. Here, you can replace the claps 
from the game with new sounds.

Evaluation and Rehearsal

At this stage in the course, the students may well have developed quite keen musical instincts, free from any constraints of how things 
“should” be done. Keep an eye out for this and you may be surprised!

Take a moment to look over the finished product and remind the children of their achievement. 
Remember, this is a piece of music they have created which has never existed before. Nobody has ever written this exact composition 
and no-one has ever heard it before. 

The children have created something entirely original and unique, using the same structure that Mozart or Beethoven would have 
used!

Music Notes

This picture contains many good examples of students’ musical instincts developing independently.  

As the music builds up here, the children have used sounds that are naturally long (“ooo” and “sss”), and as it dies away again they 
have chosen naturally short sounds (“pt” and “ch-k”). 

Some sounds are used more than once in the piece, but in a different way each time according to where they appear in the piece, e.g. 
short/quiet at first, long/loud later.

Interestingly, these children chose to end their piece using the same quiet breathing sounds of the opening, creating a “cyclical” struc-
ture. That is, we could loop the piece many times as if it had no beginning or end. 

Such subtle details as these might easily go unnoticed, so do draw the children’s attention to these things if you see them cropping up. 

 On the CMC web site you can listen to one class’s performance of this piece.
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New Music Alive!
Lesson Eight
Rehearsing and Performing

Strand: Performing
Strand Units: Singing/Playing
Curriculum Objectives:

show greater control of pulse (steady beat) and tempo•	
perform with increasing awareness of dynamics, expression and control of diction and posture•	
reflect upon and evaluate his/her work and the work of other students•	
record compositions on electronic media•	

Concept Development: Pulse, duration, tempo, pitch, dynamics, structure, timbre, texture

Recap 5 min

At this stage, the students have created a lot of music. Look back over all your games, warm-ups and compositions and plan a short 
concert based on the work you have done so far.

Put the students’ compositions up on the board or make copies of their pieces as appropriate. 

Rehearsal 25 mins

Arrange the room in such a way that the class can play the warm-up games and still be seen when their audience arrives. Games usu-
ally played in a circle may have to be played in a semi-circle.

When rehearsing each piece, offer the students some guidance on performance:

It is important to start a piece from silence.  ▶
This separates the music from the background noise, which gets the performer into the right state of mind.
To make a performance twice as good, you must ENJOY yourself !   ▶
The audience just want to enjoy themselves too, so be confident, sing out and give them a good show!
You might even like to try out different ways of performing which can really bring a piece to life.  ▶
Suggestions: stand in different places or move about... add actions to the music like crouching for quiet sounds and standing up for 
loud sounds...

Performance 10 mins

Performing their work, even to a small audience of, say, a neighbouring class and a few teachers, can help the students to take pride in 
their work and find confidence in themselves and their ideas. 

The concert might look something like this:

1.  Ruppetiggah! 
2.  Singing Shapes
3.  Conductor
4.  One Clap, Two Clap, Three Clap, Four...
5.  Each team’s The Beano Game composition
6.  Compositions made from the pages of the Maestro games
7.  The Golden Section
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Lesson Eight
Supplementary Notes

Rehearsal and Performance

Students often pause in the middle of a piece to remember what to do next.

This can be helped by making sure all the ideas on their pages are clearly laid out.

Another tip is to assign individuals the responsibility to lead specific sections.

Recording

If you are making a class CD, you can record the pieces in the order suggested above for the concert, or simply record your perfor-
mance.

Consider recording one extra track at the very start of the CD in which the students can individually introduce themselves and sing 
their favourite sounds into the microphone. You could also add one last track at the end in which the students can say goodbye. 

Feedback

The Contemporary Music Centre welcomes feedback from teachers and examples of work created by students using this material. 
The best graphic scores and recordings will be added to the CMC web site. Please contact newmusicalive@cmc.ie or telephone 
01-673 1922 if you would like to submit samples of classroom work.
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New Music Alive!
My Loony Bun

In this game we cast a magic spell to conjure up a “loony bun”. Once you’ve learned the spell, try repeating it, getting faster each time.

To begin your magic spell,

Face over your right shoulder and say: “Sshh Sshh Sshh Sshh”

Then face over your left shoulder and say: “Ts Ts Ts Ts” [Force these sounds out in short, sharp bursts]

Now throw your hands forward and say: “Ff-TSCHFf-TSCHFf-SCH” [Sounds like cracking a whip]

And the cake magically appears on the floor! 

Pick it up hold it out with one hand. It looks good! 

Rub your belly with your other hand and say: mmmmmmmmm [Slide up and down the full range of the voice]

It’s hot! “Mmmmm                                                                                                           mmmmm!!” [Blow on it with short bursts of breath]

That’s better. Now we can eat! [Chew your food!]

Swallow it whole! “GULP!”

Trace it with your finger as it goes all the way “ngngng   
                  ngngng”

down to the bottom of your belly: [All the way from high to low. Sounds like the end of the word “sing”]

But the spell hasn’t worked—the cake is foul! ngngng” [All the way from low to high]

Follow it again as it comes back up: “ngngng

Out it comes! “BLEAGH!” [Stick out your tongue in disgust]

Oops! Better try again...!
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New Music Alive!
Ruppetiggah!

rrrrrRUP-e-tig-gah! rrrrrRUP-e-tig-gah! [Roll your r’s]

SH Sh Sh Sh! SH Sh Sh Sh! [Short bursts of air from the chest]

SS ss ss ss! SH sh sh sh! [Short bursts of air from the chest]

FOOT foot foot foot! [Push your lips forward]

WIT wit wit wit! [Stretch your mouth to the sides]

WOW! [Pretend to pull the top and bottom of your face apart]

WEE! [Pretend to pull the sides of your face apart]
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This is a fun chant that stretches all the muscles in our face. See if you can clap the beat in time with the chant.



New Music Alive!
The Beano Game
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New Music Alive!
Graphic Score
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